Chattooga Ridge Canopy Tours

“one of the five Top Canopy Tours in the Southeast”

North Georgia • Upstate South Carolina

“It’s not everywhere that we experience wonderful staff but this place ROCKS! Thank you for a wonderful 13th birthday for my daughter!” - Renee from Georgia

three generations of outdoor excellence

www.chattoogaridgecanopytours.com

866-319-8867
Fly through a world of adventure, history, wildlife and natural beauty

• Soar through the trees and across our pond on 11 zipline sections
• NEW! Super long and fast “Chattooga Ridgeline” zipline
• Slow down and enjoy the challenge and views from our four sky bridges
• Trained Canopy Rangers will share our signature Plants, Animals, Culture and Ecosystems (PACE) program on a short hike

Operated by three generations of the company’s founders along with an extended family of over 200 outdoor leaders. Many of our Guests are also third generation visitors enjoying the beauty and uniqueness of the Chattooga region.

Highly trained Canopy Rangers accompany groups of up to 10 people on a 2.5 hour experience fully equipped with state-of-the-art gear and instruction. Flyers must be in reasonable health, at least 10 years old and between 70 and 250 lbs. Closed-toed shoes required, collared shirt, modest pants recommended.

Wildwater Chattooga is located 14 miles east of Clayton, GA and 16 miles west of Westminster, SC. 1251 Academy Rd, Long Creek, SC 29658

Add these adventures for a full day of fun

Whitewater Rafting  Lake Kayak Tours  Kayak Clinics  Group Yurt Lodging  Cottages

SAVE on Lodging, Raft, Zipline and Meal Adventure Packages!

866-319-8867
24/7 online reservations